Aircraft: ____________________________________________________

Manufacturer: ________________________________________________

Where Manufactured: __________________________________________

Color: ________________________________________________________

High Wing Mid-Wing Low Wing Trike PPG PPC Gyro (choose one)

Pusher Tractor (choose one)

Tri-Gear Tail Dragger Amphibian (choose one)

Engine: _______________________________________________________

Single Seat or Two Seats

Tandem Side By Side

Fuselage Material: _____________________________________________

Wing Material/Manufacturer: ____________________________________

Pilot: _________________________________________________________

Available As: Kit / S-LSA / Both

N-Number if Applicable: _________________________________________

1) What would you like people to know about your product?

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

2) What are your top three selling features?

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

3) Anything else you would like for us to know:

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
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